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Highlights
Social media has revolutionized how
humans interact, providing them with
unprecedented opportunities to satisfy
their social needs.

An explosion of research has examined
whether social media impacts well-
being. First- and second-generation
studies examining this issue yielded
inconsistent results.
Within a relatively short time span, social media have transformed theway humans
interact, leading many to wonder what, if any, implications this interactive revolu-
tion has had for people’s emotional lives. Over the past 15 years, an explosion
of research has examined this issue, generating countless studies and heated
debate. Although early research generated inconclusive findings, several experi-
ments have revealed small negative effects of social media use on well-being.
These results mask, however, a deeper set of complexities. Accumulating
evidence indicates that socialmedia can enhanceor diminishwell-beingdepending
on how people use them. Future research is needed to model these complexities
using stronger methods to advance knowledge in this domain.
An emerging set of third-generation
experiments has begun to reveal small
but significant negative effects of overall
social media use on well-being.

The results of these experiments mask
the complexities characterizing the rela-
tionship between social media and well-
being.Whether it enhances or diminishes
well-being depends on how and why
people use it, as well as who uses it.

People use social media for different
reasons (e.g., to manage impressions,
to share emotions), which influence
how it impacts their own and other
people’s well-being.
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The Puzzle: Does Social Media Impact Well-Being?
Humanity had flirted with the idea of building a machine capable of spreading ideas quickly
throughout the world for over 2000 years before all of the pieces necessary to do so finally came
together for Johannes Gutenberg in the mid-1400s, while he was working on the shores of the Ill
River in Strasburg [1]. It rested largely on Gutenberg’s invention of a technique for pressing
movable type (think of a scrabble set made of metal) against paper and ink to create a printed
page [1] (https://www.britannica.com/biography/Johannes-Gutenberg). Prior to Gutenberg’s
invention, it would take up to 2 months to produce a single copy of a book. Now printers
could produce 8000 copies during the same time [1].

The effect that the printing press had on society over the next 100 yearswas transformative. Suddenly
people could read each other’s ideas, transmit new concepts, and respond to what others
were thinking. The printing press would help scientists and innovators disseminate their discoveries,
acting as a major force that propelled the Enlightenment [1] (https://www.history.com/news/
printing-press-renaissance). However, the printing press also ushered in negative outcomes. The
democratization of ideas meant that any idea could proliferate, including those that fomented
hate and fear. For example, the Protestant Reformation, a particularly violent period in European
history, was driven by the ease with which Martin Luther could spread beliefs that at the time
were viewed as heretical (https://www.history.com/news/printing-press-renaissance).

Looking back at it now from the vantage point of the 21st century, the invention of the printing press
provides an apt analogy for the world in which we are now living [2] (https://www.theatlantic.com/
magazine/archive/2020/01/before-zuckerberg-gutenberg/603034/). In the early 2000s, social
media (see Glossary) proliferated and revolutionized the way the world communicates once
again [3]. Close to 4 billion people use Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter, three of the most popular
social media platforms, to share and consume information (https://www.statista.com/statistics/
272014/global-social-networks-ranked-by-number-of-users/). Given the transformational impact
that this technology has had on society, it is unsurprising that people the world over have become
interested in understanding how these media influence their emotional lives.
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Glossary
Active social media usage: engaging
in social media activities that facilitate
interactions with others (e.g., chatting, or
broadcasting information).
Bonding social capital: the resources
we derive through the strong ties we
maintain with members of close groups.
Bridging social capital: the resources
we derive through the weak ties we
maintain with people outside our close
groups.
Cross-sectional methods:
observational research that examines
the relationships between data collected
at the same time point.
Cyberbullying: use of electronic media
to perform intentional, aggressive acts
against others who cannot easily defend
themselves.
Emotional support: expressions of
care and concern.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
Over the past 15 years, an explosion of research has addressed this issue. Yet, the results of this work
are far from straightforward. While some studies indicate that social media undermine well-being,
other studies suggest the opposite, or that social media have no implications for this facet of people’s
lives. These seemingly contradictory sets of findings have elicited heated debates among scientists,
leaving many confused (e.g., [4–6]). With this broader context in mind, our goals in this review are
to synthesize what we have learned about the relationship between social media and well-being to
highlight future research directions that are essential to propel this work forward.

To anticipate our conclusion, our analysis suggests that, like the printing press, there is nothing
inherently ‘good’ or ‘bad’ about social media. Whether they help or harm well-being depends
on how and why people use them, along with who uses them (Figure 1, Key Figure). Before
discussing the research that supports this view, however, we begin by discussing the ostensibly
simple question that instigated much of the debate in the first place: does the overall amount of
time that people spend on social media influence their well-being?

The Search for Aggregate Effects
Research examining the links between social media use and well-being began to proliferate in the
mid-2000s. Most of these early papers focused on Facebook, and that remains true to date [7–9].
Experience sampling: a longitudinal
method that involves measuring
people’s behavior and/or psychological
states multiple times per day, often over
the course of several days.
Fear of missing out (FOMO):
describes the fear of missing out on
important events, a negative
psychological state that propels
compulsive social media use and
promotes stress, negative affect, and
fatigue.
Informational support: provisions of
advice.
Jingle-jangle problem: a situation in
which different terms are used to refer to
the same process (e.g., using ‘social
media’, ‘online social networks’, and
‘digital screen time’ interchangeably,
using both ‘depression’ and ‘life
satisfaction’ to refer to well-being) and
the same terms are used to refer to
different processes (e.g., using social
media to refer to Facebook, Instagram,
and LinkedIn).
Longitudinal design: a designmethod
that involves collecting multiple
measurements on the same individual
over time.
Meta-analysis: a statistical method
that aggregates effect sizes across
multiple studies to enhance the power of
detecting a significant effect.
Moral outrage: the anger and shock
people experience in response to a
perceived moral violation.
Passive social media usage:
monitoring information on social media
without engaging in direct exchanges
with others.

Key Figure

How Does Social Media Impact Well-Being?

TrendsTrends inin CognitiveCognitive SciencesSciences

Figure 1. The image on the left indicates that there aremany social media platforms, and new ones (reflected by the question
marks) are constantly developing. To understand how these platforms impact well-being, research needs to explicate the
processes they activate, a sample of which are highlighted in the center image, with plus and minus signs connoting the
fact that the same process may have positive and negative effects on well-being depending on the context in which they
are engaged (see main text for discussion). The different numbers of positive and negative signs associated with each
process highlight the fact that heterogeneity also exists in the degree to which different processes may impact well-being
These processes may interact with each other, as well as individual and cultural differences, to influence well-being. The
image on the right illustrates the fact that researchers frequently use the term ‘well-being’ to refer to different constructs. A
key challenge for future research is to more precisely characterize how (i) different social media platforms (ii) impac
different psychological processes, which in turn (iii) influence different facets of well-being.
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Perceived social support: believing
that there are people you can turn to for
support.
Received social support: receiving
assistance from other people.
Social comparisons: the act of
comparing oneself to others.
Social media: online platforms that
allow people to create and share
information with others.
Social media platform: the specific
type of online platform that allows people
to create and share information
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter).
Trolling: deliberate posting of
inflammatory and divisive information to
upset others.
Upward social comparisons:
comparing yourself with someone who
is outperforming you (as opposed to a
downward social comparison, in which
you compare yourself with someone
who you are outperforming).
Well-being: a concept that captures
how happy people are (‘affective well-
being’) and how satisfied they are with
their lives (‘cognitive well-being’).
Although these facets of well-being often
correlate, they capture distinct
constructs. In the social media/well-
being literature, additional constructs are
often subsumed under the heading of
well-being, such as depression,
loneliness, anxiety, and FOMO.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
That said, variability exists in terms of the social media platforms that have been researched, and
many studies lump together different platforms to draw general conclusions about social media’s
implications for well-being (Box 1). Thus, we cast our discussion here at the more general level
of ‘social media’.

The first crop of papers that emerged from this work used self-report, cross-sectional methods
to examine the association between social media use and well-being. Indeed, a comprehensive re-
view of the literature concerning Facebook that included all articles published between 2005 and
2011 did not reveal any research examining how social media use influenced well-being over
time [10]. The results of these early cross-sectional studies were inconsistent (for reviews see
[11,12]). While some revealed negative associations between social media use and well-being,
others revealed positive links or results that were moderated by individual differences (e.g., online
social network size, depressive symptoms, gender, loneliness).

These contradictory findings motivated a second generation of studies that began to appear in
the early 2010s, which used more sophisticated methods (e.g., experience sampling, large-
scale longitudinal designs, advanced modeling techniques) to shed light on the puzzle that
had emerged. The outcomes of this work were, however, no more conclusive; they likewise
failed to generate a coherent pattern of results. Some studies linked aggregate social media
use with declines in well-being over time [11,13–16], while other work revealed no substantive
links (e.g., [17–22]) or relationships that were nonlinear or again moderated by individual dif-
ferences [20,23–25].

It is not uncommon to see discrepant findings emerge in a growing literature, especially when it
deals with a multifaceted phenomenon such as social media usage. However, two features of
these second-generation studies make them challenging for drawing conclusions (Box 1). First,
they are not consistent in how they operationalize and assess social media use or well-being;
while some studies examine the impact of short bursts of specific kinds of social media platform
usage onmomentary affect over the course of minutes or hours, others focus on longer periods of
usage or collapse across multiple platforms and focus on other facets of well-being. Second,
Box 1. The Jingle-Jangle Problem

Research on social media brings together scientists frommany backgrounds. The interdisciplinary nature of this enterprise is
an asset: diversity breeds innovation [105]. However, one unintended byproduct of this amalgamation of perspectives is that
we are now faced with what psychologists and philosophers refer to as a jingle-jangle problem [106,107]: a situation in
which different terms are used to refer to the same process (e.g., using ‘social media’, ‘online social networks’, and ‘digital
screen time’ interchangeably) and the same terms are used refer to different processes (e.g., using social media to refer to
Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn, using well-being to refer to depression and life satisfaction).

Jingle-jangle fallacies are endemic to many areas of science. On the one hand, they are characteristic of flourishing areas
of work that bring together researchers from different backgrounds. On the other hand, they can pose a major obstacle
to building integrative and appropriately nuanced models of psychological phenomena. To illustrate, consider the case
of different research groups using the same term ‘social media’ to refer to different platforms such as Facebook or Twitter.
Facebook and Twitter share many features, but they differ notably in structure and usage norms as well. Whether the
differences that distinguish them are relevant for people’s well-being is a question for scientists to answer, but referring
to these platforms with the same label can lead us to gloss over potentially meaningful distinctions [9] (see Figure 1 in main
text). The same is true for well-being. Although depression and life satisfaction are both related to well-being, substantive
differences distinguish these constructs [50].

Researchers have made admirable attempts to address social media’s jingle-jangle problem over the years [7,108], but a
close reading of the literature indicates that it persists [109]. Moving forward, a key challenge is for scientists to agree on a
common lexicon that captures the full range of variables that are relevant to the study of social media and well-being.
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recent findings indicate that the self-report measures of social media usage that many of these
studies use have questionable validity. One study of approximately 50 000 people from 15 coun-
tries found, for example, that ten popular survey measures of people’s Facebook behavior corre-
lated only weakly (r between 0.23 and 0.42) with people’s actual Facebook usage [26].

A major leap forward occurred in the mid-2010s, when experiments, the gold-standard tool for
drawing causal inferences, began to examine the effect of manipulating aggregate social media
usage on well-being. Although the total number of such studies remains small and there are
caveats associated with them (i.e., they vary in how they manipulate social media use, do not con-
sistently focus or document effects on the samemeasures, and rely on convenience sampleswhere
self-selection biases are a concern), a set of results linking social media use with small but significant
declines in well-being has begun to emerge. For example, of the eight aggregate usage experi-
ments described in one exhaustive open-source review compiled by scholars on both sides of
the social media/well-being debate (J. Haidt and J. Twenge, unpublished), six revealed a negative
effect of aggregate social media use on some [27–29] or all [30–32] of the well-being measures
they administered (although 37’s effects were specific to Instagram, not Facebook). By contrast,
one experiment revealed mixed positive and negative results [33] and another null [34] findings.

So, Where Does this Leave Us?
Although many experts increasingly acknowledge that small negative effects characterize how
aggregate social media use impacts well-being (Box 2), some argue that the size of these effects
are so small that they have no practical significance [35]. Others have called for methodological
reform, highlighting the need for future research to use stronger designs andmore valid measures
[35,36]. The first of these positions is defensible andwe strongly agree with the second. However,
in our view, both fail to address an equally important – and arguably deeper – psychological issue.
Namely, that the story surrounding social media’s impact on well-being is much more
nuanced than these aggregate studies suggest and by restricting our focus to overall usage,
Box 2. Meta-Analyses

Meta-analyses are statistical tools that aggregate effect sizes across studies to increase the power needed to detect
significant effects. Researchers have increasingly turned to them to sort through the conflicting findings that characterize
the literature on social media and well-being.

Across meta-analyses published to date, researchers have documented a statistically significant negative association
between social media usage and well-being [77,110–112], a finding that is consistent with the experimental work reviewed
in the text as well as several recent systematic reviews of the literature [4,6,35]. The size of this meta-analytic effect is small.
One review estimated that overall social media use explains 1% of the variance in well-being [6]. However, the results of
two recently published meta-analyses add important nuance to this finding.

Liu and colleagues [70] found, for example, that using social media to interact with others was associated with improved
psychological well-being whereas passive consumption of information on social media was linked with reduced well-be-
ing. The size of these meta-analytic effects were roughly twice as large as the overall effect of social media use on
wellbeing. An additional meta-analysis that focused on depression and social media usage [112] revealed a similar set
of findings. Using social media to engage in harmful social comparisons was linked more strongly with depression than
overall social media usage.

Overall, the results of these meta-analyses are consistent with the idea that a small relationship characterizes the effect of
social media on well-being. They also reinforce the value of distinguishing between different facets of social media usage to
understand how this technology impacts well-being. There are, however, two important caveats when considering how
these meta-analytic results factor into the emerging knowledge base on social media and well-being. First, meta-analyses
are only as informative as the studies that comprise them. If a meta-analysis includes a disproportionate number of studies
characterized by weak or problematic methods, their results should be appropriately qualified. Although it is possible to
take study quality into account when performing meta-analyses, this is not always done. Second, meta-analyses often
collapse across measures that are conceptually related but distinct (e.g., general mood vs depression, social media usage
over the course of minutes vs days). This can lead one to gloss over distinctions that are, in some cases, meaningful.
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we risk losing sight of how this technology can modulate well-being for better or worse, and we
lose the opportunity to develop a fine-grained understanding of the psychological mechanisms that
govern how it operates.

From ‘Does’ to ‘How’: A Process Perspective
In this section, we review research that illustrates how considering the psychological processes
that drive people’s social media behavior can help explain when using this technology leads to
well-being improvements or declines. Our goal in focusing on the two processes we discuss –
self-presentation and sharing emotions – is not to be exhaustive of the different reasons why
people use social media or the myriad ways that it can influence well-being. Rather, it is to dem-
onstrate the value of moving past asking questions about aggregate social media usage. In this
vein, we focus on two sets of psychological processes that decades of research indicate are
foundational to how people function, which have been extensively studied in a social media
context.

Self-Presentation
In 1956, Erving Goffman published a landmark book titled The Presentation of Self in Everyday
Life [37]. It argued that life is like a dramatic performance. The stage we act on is life, and we
assume different roles when we interact with different people with a particular goal in mind: to
manage how they perceive us. According to Goffman, we are never free of this built-in human
theater. We are acting all the time.

A great deal of research and theory supports Goffman’s thesis: we spendmuch of our time trying
to manage what others think of us [38,39]. There are, however, limits to the degree that we can
engage in this process offline. We can do our best to primp and prep before a job interview in our
homes, but ultimately we have limited control over what happens when we leave. Countless
unpredictable obstacles can get in the way of presenting our best selves when we navigate the
world offline.

Social media, by contrast, provide us with new opportunities to curate the way we present our-
selves [40–42]. We can post our most glamorous photographs and upload our wittiest posts.
Managing how we present ourselves in this way can have positive consequences [43]. Experi-
ments show that asking people to view their social media profile increases their self-esteem
[44,45] and their ability to manage negative feedback [46]. Some evidence suggests that people
are, at some level, aware of these benefits. For example, one experiment found that people
spontaneously viewed their own profile after receiving rejection feedback, presumably to improve
their mood [46]. But curating the way we present ourselves on social media can also have
unintended negative consequences: it can lead us to feel worse when we compare our own
lives against those we see depicted on social media (for a review see [47]).

Social comparisons are a cross-cultural phenomenon that emerge in early childhood and have
deep evolutionary roots [48,49]. We engage in them because they provide us with often useful
information regarding howwe stack up against our peers. However, whenwe compare ourselves
to people on social media who are outperforming us (i.e., an upward social comparison), we
end up feeling envy and distress (e.g., [50–59]). Emerging evidence has also begun to link upward
social comparisons on social media with the experience of fear of missing out (FOMO) [60],
meaninglessness [61], and body-image dissatisfaction [55,62].

To put the magnitude of this issue in perspective, consider one study that asked 37 729 partici-
pants from 18 different countries to indicate whether they had compared themselves with others
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on Facebook over the past 2 weeks in a way that made them feel badly [63]. Approximately 8500
participants – 22.5% of the sample – answered affirmatively. Moreover, of those participants who
reported engaging in social comparisons, approximately one-third indicated that their negative
feelings persisted for 1 day or more (also see [64]). If you think about these results in terms of
the close to 3 billion people who use Facebook, they raise the possibility that a substantial portion
of people may be negatively impacted by engaging in social comparisons (i.e., approximately
675 million if you generalize from these results).

There are caveats. Certain kinds of upward social comparisons are more harmful than others
(e.g., focusing on others’ abilities vs opinions [65]). Moreover, as the heterogeneity of the effect
characterizing the large, multicountry study of social comparisons that we just described sug-
gests (roughly three-quarters of the sample did not compare themselves with others in a way
that made them feel bad), some people are more vulnerable to the negative effects of social
media comparison then others (i.e., people who are depressed or overly prone to engaging in so-
cial comparisons [64,66–69]). These exceptions notwithstanding, converging evidence highlights
how engaging in social comparisons on social media undermines well-being [70].

To the degree that people spend more time on social media voyeuristically consuming informa-
tion about others than viewing their own profiles [43,50,71] and are more sensitive to negative
than positive experiences [72,73], this could explain why the overall effects of social media
usage onwell-being tilt slightly in the negative direction. More broadly, this literature demonstrates
how the human drive to manage impressions plays out on social media in complicated ways,
some of which can have beneficial consequences for the self but negative implications for others.

Sharing Emotions
Decades of research indicate that when we experience strong positive and negative emotions,
we are intensely motivated to share them [74]. According to Rime’s Social Sharing Theory of
Emotions, doing so helps us pursue two goals: the satisfaction of our socioemotional needs,
which involves obtaining support from others to help us validate our feelings, normalize our expe-
riences, and savor positive states, and our cognitive needs, which involve receiving advice from
others to help us make sense of our experiences.

Social media provide people with unprecedented opportunities to pursue these goals [75,76]
by allowing us to instantly connect with people we are close to (i.e., bonding social capital)
and more distantly acquainted (i.e., bridging social capital) [77]. Indeed, a wide range of
studies indicate that social media provide feedback that satisfies people’s socioemotional
(i.e., ‘emotional support’) and cognitive (i.e., ‘informational support’) needs and enhances
their levels of perceived and received social support (for reviews see [6,78,79]). In some
cases, the support benefits that people derive from social media outweigh those they obtain in
the offline world. For example, one pair of studies found that people with depression, who tend
to receive less support then their non-depressed counterparts offline [80], received more support
on social media [81].

As with research on social comparisons, there are caveats associated with these findings. For
example, the more one interacts with members of one’s network and the faster one receives
responses from them, the higher their perceptions of support [82]. Moreover, for reasons that
are not yet clear, males, Euro-Americans, and younger students tend to benefit less from social
media support then females, Asians, and older students [78]. Nevertheless, extant research sup-
ports the idea that social media bolster people’s actual and perceived support, variables that are
centrally relevant to well-being [83,84].
60 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, January 2021, Vol. 25, No. 1
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But just as social media provide us with new opportunities to seek and provide support, they
also allow us to share our feelings in ways that hurt others. In this vein, a large literature
shows that social media provide people with platforms for cyberbullying and trolling,
moderately prevalent (range: 10–40% [85,86]) antisocial behaviors that negatively impact
others’ well-being (e.g., [87–89]). Although individual differences play a role in determining
who engages in these acts [85,90], certain features of social media promote them. For
example, social media strip away cues that activate empathic responses during face-to-face
interactions, which constrain aggressive behavior (e.g., [91–95]). They also make it easier for
people to share their emotions when they peak and are most motivated to do so [96,97].

Social media also plays a role in spreading moral outrage [97–99], which contributes to the
dehumanization of others [100] and may reduce collective action [101] and deepen social divides
[97]. Emerging evidence suggests that social media are particularly adept at spreading indigna-
tion. For example, one experience-sampling study found that people were more likely to both
come in contact with and respond intensely to declarations of moral outrage online (likely includ-
ing social media) versus offline [102].

Taken together, these findings demonstrate that social media provide us with a new platform to
satisfy our desire to share emotions with others. In some cases, these divulgences are linked with
positive well-being outcomes, providing new opportunities for people to obtain social support.
However, they can also promote negative outcomes by providing a platform for cyberbullying,
trolling, and spreading hate.

Moving Forward
We have drawn multiple parallels between the printing press and social media in this review, but
there is one notable difference. Whereas the printing press took decades to revolutionize the way
society functioned, social media have had a transformational impact in a tiny window of time.
Nevertheless, scientists have been remarkably nimble in their ability to reroute their research
programs to respond to the challenge of making sense of how this technology impacts people’s
emotional lives. Indeed, we view the past 15 years of research on social media and well-being as
a testament to scientists doing what they do best: focusing on important phenomena, critically
evaluating current knowledge in light of new results, and bringing to bear increasingly sophisti-
cated methods and conceptual frameworks to generate novel solutions that have important
basic science and practical implications. But where does all of this work leave us in terms of
the question on so many people’s minds: how do social media influence well-being?

Converging reviews of the literature suggest that a small but significant negative relationship charac-
terizes the effect of social media on well-being (Box 3). If this is all that one cares about, that is the
bird’s eye view. It would be a mistake, however, to conclude from these findings that social media
have little potential to influence people’s emotional lives. Our survey suggests that the situation
concerning social media’s impact on well-being is considerably more nuanced than aggregate
usage studies suggest. The effects of social media on well-being are not uniform. Social media
present people with a new ecosystem for engaging in social interactions, and converging evidence
indicates that how this ecosystem affects our well-being, and the well-being of others, depends on
how we navigate it.

If social media have both positive and negative implications for well-being, one question concerns
why the dominant narrative in the media has disproportionately focused on its dire consequences
[6]. The newsworthiness of such headlines is likely to play some role in explaining this phenomenon,
but we suspect it is not the only factor. In this vein, it is worth highlighting the fact that one of
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, January 2021, Vol. 25, No. 1 61



Box 3. Beyond ‘Active’ versus ‘Passive’ Usage

In an attempt to integrate research showing that different ways of using social media differentially impact well-being, sev-
eral groups have distinguished between two general categories of social media usage: ‘active’ and ‘passive’ social me-
dia usage. According to this framework, the passive consumption of information on social media undermines well-being
by increasing upward social comparisons. Conversely, the active use of social media to exchange information and to con-
nect with others enhances well-being by enhancing social capital and support.

This framework has proved useful in pushing the field to think more mechanistically and has revealed differential negative
effects of passive (vs active) use (Box 2). Nevertheless, further refinement of this framework is necessary; current research
suggests that it is too coarse. As we discuss in the main text, although passively viewing other people’s social media
profiles reliably undermines well-being, passively viewing one’s own profile has the opposite effect. Likewise, although
actively using social media to garner support improves well-being, actively using it to cyberbully or spread moral outrage
undermines well-being for others. Thus, a key challenge is to move beyond this nominal distinction to examine subtypes of
active and passive social media use. In particular, two questions are pressing.

First, we need to understand how different motivations for using social media interact to influence well-being. Extant
research has primarily focused on how different social media motivations operate in isolation. However, human behavior
is multiply determined; multiple goals drive people’s behavior, which are activated to various degrees depending on
individual differences and the circumstances people find themselves in [113,114]. And in some cases, motivations conflict.
For example, a person may be driven to abstain from viewing others’ profiles to avoid feeling envy, but simultaneously
motivated to share their emotions with others. Which of these motivations is stronger may influence whether and how
people interact with social media and the implications that doing so has for their well-being.

Second, research is needed to examine whether people are aware of the implications that their social media behavior has
for themselves and others. Our review suggests that an asymmetry characterizes how several social media behaviors
impact the self versus others. For example, curating one’s profile improves how one feels, but promotes envy among
others; cyberbullying disproportionately impacts the targets (vs perpetrators) of such behavior. Whether people are aware
of these asymmetries is unknown, as are the consequences of informing them about them for regulating their social media
behavior.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
psychology’s most foundational findings concerns our tendency to overweight negative (vs positive)
information [72,73]. Thus, it is possible that people form generalizations about social media’s over-
all well-being impact based on the negative effects they have in some situations (e.g., upward social
comparisons, cyberbullying). A key challenge moving forward is to identify how to disseminate
information about social media’s positive and negative implications without having the latter
obscure the former.

From a basic science perspective, future research is needed to move beyond asking broad
questions about the overall effects of social media on well-being (see Outstanding Questions).
Rather, the strategy now should be to study the different psychological processes that explain
how and why social media impact well-being differently, whether different social media behaviors
have downstream effects that extend beyond well-being (e.g., to impact family and school life),
and why these effects may vary for different people in different cultures guided by distinct social
norms. Although we focused on two candidate processes in this review that have been the focus
of extensive research, many other processes are waiting to be examined. Work should continue
to profile how target processes operate in isolation but also explore how they interact (Box 3).

Studies that seek to address the latter issue should also consider the unique information-
processing dynamics that may underlie different types of social media behaviors. Managing
one’s online persona would seem, for example, to be a reflective act that requires time and
deliberation to implement. Sharing emotions with others, by contrast, may be a more reflexively
driven behavior. Understanding the degree to which different social media behaviors are
reflexively versus reflectively driven has the potential to both illuminate the processes that underlie
them and inform the development of interventions designed to enhance social media’s impact on
well-being [102].
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Outstanding Questions
Can we find a common lexicon to
conceptualize the social media
landscape? Addressing this issue is
vital to solving social media’s jingle-
jangle problem (Box 1).

Can we develop theory-driven frame-
works to identify candidate processes
that explain how social media impacts
well-being and generate predictions
about how they operate in isolation
and interactively? Can such frame-
works be used to distinguish between
different social media platforms?

Can we make further distinctions
within active and passive social
media usage? Do different active
and passive behaviors relate to
different psychological processes?
Are some behaviors more impulsive
versus deliberate? How might these
different behaviors impact well-being?

Do asymmetries in the way certain
social media behaviors impact the self
versus others help to explain why
some harmful practices persist? If so,
how can such information be utilized
to inform interventions?

Canwesystematize thewaywe perform
experiments on social media? Some
experiments direct people to abstain
from using social media while others
direct them to use it more compared
with baseline. Heterogeneity also
characterizes the time course of
different manipulations, the measures
used to document their effects, and the
frequency of their administration. All of
these factors could differentially impact
study results depending on the nature
of the process being manipulated.

How can we balance the need to
perform studies quickly on an evolving
technology without compromising
the need to use valid measures and
methods?

Can we design person- and platform-
centered interventions that amplify the
positive and diminish the negative impli-
cations of social media use on well-
being?

How can we disseminate information
about social media’s positive and
negative impacts without having the
latter obscure the former, given the
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Focusing more on psychological processes also has the potential to provide insight into the
question of how different social media platforms uniquely impact well-being. By focusing on the
processes that different platforms activate, as opposed to simply comparing Platform A
(e.g., Facebook) versus Platform B (e.g., Instagram), we can move beyond the nominal distinc-
tions that distinguish platforms, to the more meaningful psychological variables that influence
users’ experience (Figure 1).

This issue is also relevant to the emerging experimental literature examining the impact of manip-
ulating aggregate social media use on well-being. Extant research manipulates social media
usage in a variety of ways. Some work contrasts experimentally induced abstention against reg-
ular usage (e.g., [33]) while others contrast induced usage against an active or non-active control
(e.g., [32]), and there is further heterogeneity within these broad approaches (e.g., in the length of
abstention/usage, simple abstention vs deactivation of accounts). Each of these different manip-
ulations may activate a different set of underlying processes that have implications for people’s
well-being.

Studying psychological processes requires, however, that we utilize strong methods. The field’s
overreliance on cross-sectional designs is a major weakness [35,36], yet cross-sectional
research continues to proliferate. We urge researchers interested in exploring the social media–
well-being relationship to incorporate experimental and longitudinal designs into their work to
strengthen their ability to draw inferences about causality.

More work is also needed to validate the methodologies we use to study the impact of social
media on well-being.We have already discussed the validity concerns associated with commonly
used self-report Facebook usage variables. However, similar issues apply to other measures
used in this area. For example, one prominent study counted the number of emotion words
contained in people’s Facebook posts to draw inferences about how they felt although no valida-
tion data supported the use of such methods to track people’s emotions on social media [103].
As later research pointed out, counting emotion words does not track how people feel on
Facebook [104]. The take-home point is simple: psychometrically sound measures are not a
luxury: they are instrumental for valid inferences.

From a translational standpoint, there is a need to identify science-based interventions that
enhance the positive and minimize the negative consequences of social media. There are at
least three paths to studying these interventions (Figure 2). One involves directing people to
use social media in particular ways, and then gauging the implications of such person-focused
interventions. Much of the existing experimental work in this area takes this form. A second
path involves examining how modifying the social media platforms that people use (with their
informed consent) impacts the way they use them and how they affect well-being. For example,
a platform could be augmented to promote the sharing of information that research suggests
should enhance well-being. Finally, a third method involves a combination of the previous two
approaches; that is, simultaneously educating people about how to navigate social media opti-
mally and tweaking social media platforms to maximize their positive impact.

Concluding Remarks
Social media, like the printing press, represent a kind of disruptive technology that appears once
in a generation. Over the past 15 years science has done an admirable job advancing our
understanding of the impact these media have on our well-being, but the work is by no means
complete. Numerous questions remain. Given the energy and enthusiasm characterizing work
in this area, and the enormous level of talent working on solving these questions, we suspect
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documented tendency for people
to overweight negative (vs positive)
information?
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Figure 2. Social Media Intervention Research. At least three pathways exist for process-focused social media
intervention research. Person-centered interventions focus on changing how people use social media to enhance well-
being. Potential ways of communicating this information include instructing individuals directly, relaying information through
parents, teachers, or supervisors, and the creation of institutional policies. Platform-centered interventions involve
changing the way that social media platforms function (with user consent) to enhance their likelihood of promoting well-
being. Finally, the person + platform intervention pathway involves the examination of the effects of both kinds of
intervention simultaneously.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
that the next 15 years will be ripe with discoveries that advance our understanding of how this
ubiquitous technology influences our emotional lives.
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